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Resume:
This paper deals with the possibility to find a more effective approach for realisation the one from several using technique regime – technical preparation, especially the crucial one – starting diagnostic.
1 Preface
The very complicated and sophisticated technical systems fulfil nowadays all realms of
human’s movements. Even the simplest tolls for everyday life have their own hardware and
software. It means in practise, that routine processes automation become common reality both
in a kitchen and like in the control room of the nuclear electric power station. Man fulfil control, or supervise functions especially for complicated devices, and his/her user-interface is
usually physically substantially distant from system interface itself.
The mentioned above just playing into the hands to the theory, that any higher technical
education of the control personnel is purposeless. Sophisticated software and high reliable
hardware – all that plus perfectly working services – gives an impression of the good working
systems. For the systems operating in extreme conditions, however, this theory is not valid,
and we have to look to their control and operation from other points of view too.
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2 Critical mechatronics systems characteristic
In sense of mechatronics we generally call electro-mechanics systems with automatic
control and regulation, which are the synergic combination of the mechanical, electric and electronic components supported by software. The word mechatronic was used for the first time
by Japanese engineer Yaskawa Electric Corporation Tetsuro Morim in 1969. It became more
widespread in the general awareness in 80’ previous century. During that period is the penetration of the computer-controlled subsystems into the wide spectrum both industry and consumer applications, more and more common.
Among the complicated systems we sure count weapon systems. Their technological
development often overtook common industry/civilian production. Nowadays, there is more
likely a tendency for exploitation “pure civil” technologies for military purposes; but that is the
other question. However, weapon systems are such technical objects, which are used under
different circumstances compare to related civilian-industry production. Obviously, the customer-oriented items using conditions are totally distinct from the military ones.
For these reasons mentioned above is possible – and for the purposes of deep analysis
and engineering, operational rules straight necessary, to differentiate such a category of technical objects. On that account was by author of this article introduced term emergent / critical
mechatronics system which – particularly operating – aspects will be specified further. In
sense of concrete example will be discussed an air defence system that contains radars, communications, hydraulics, pneumatics and another subcomponents.
Generally speaking, any technical object goes through several life’s phases, usually containing the sequence: requirement  research  development  prototype  testing  production  using  decommission. However, not all products must to go through this full
sequence (e.g. there‘s no requirement), but they appear as a by-product during some phase of
life circle. Though, for nowadays product it is less and less common. Critical devices, as a rule,
are developed on the base of responsible authorities requirements. In case of weapon systems it
comes from governments’ and political alliance headquarters’ level. The base „order“ have to
follow particularly question WHY and FOR WHAT REASON the system will be used. Thus,
the manufacturer has to know the estimated regimes of use in advance. Typical weapons regimes of use are demonstrated at fig. 1.
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Weapons regimes of use
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Fig. 1: Weapons regimes of use in Czech army

There’re highlighted regimes, which will be further discussed in this article: Battle activities,
technical preparation, and adequate training.
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3 Starting diagnostic of the critical mechatronics systems
Starting diagnostic (so-called “functional check“) of the weapon system is performed
during the technical preparation period on the fire position. Because technical preparation is
(as a rule) realised in a complicated situation and under the time pressure, we can define it as a
“diagnostic in limited time”. The effectivity of this crucial phase of the technical preparation
has a direct influence to the reliability and, thereby, to the weapon system features (we called
them combat features) exploitation.
A technical arrangement of the diagnostic subsystem (DSS) of the given object of diagnostic (OD) – herein specifically Air Defence System (ADS) on which the methods will be
demonstrated, is always product of its time. The concrete solution follows an actual technological, personal, economic etc… level. It follows predictable trends too. In case the real development diverges evidently from predicted trends, there’s a need for solution arising problems. When we take into account a relatively long weapon’s life span, this possibility is high
probable.
In the weapon systems development, including their diagnostic systems (both Russian/Soviet, and “WEST”– esp. US and UK provenience) we can notice four period of development:
a) R&D* in 50’ and deployment at the end 50’ and 60’ of the 20th century;
b) R&D in early 60’, deployment in second half 60’ – 70’;
c) R&D in 70’, deployment in 80’;
d) Contemporary weapon systems.
The philosophy of DSS solution in mentioned above periods (a manner of checks conduction, crew participation… especially during the functional check) is possible to describe as
follow:
Ad-a
Diagnostic tools for the starting diagnostic are only partially integrated into OD. From
users/operators point of view there’re mainly hand-operated inspections. Generally, we can
describe this stage DSS as 1st generation, where human himself is a „control system“.
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Ad-b
Diagnostic tools are integrated into OD, the high level tests are done by external devices and special devices linked into diagnostic chains. Some inspections for one-types and
multiple components – e.g. missiles – are partially automated. Generally: DSS is
hand/simplified resp. partially automated; 1,5th – 2nd generation. As for the „software”, there’re
the relay mechanisms packages.
Ad-c
Diagnostic tools are the parts of individual subsystems; crew makes OD checks without
the necessity to know anything about physical principles. Results of particular steps are only
indicated in sense of “parameter meet the norm”, or ”parameter out of norm”. Tests for deeper
diagnostic and missiles inspections show higher automation level. Summarily: by subsystems
automated DSS, hand evaluated, 2nd – 2,5th generation. Software controlling is based on mediums like punched card and punched tape etc.
Ad-d
DSS is fully integrated into weapon system. Starting tests are running simultaneously
with starting-up the system. Usually, the next step of start-up procedure is conditioned by successfully fulfilled the previous step. The crew doesn’t interfere into process; they’re only informed about the results, possibly a solution of an arising problem is given to them. Repair is
provided by operators according to manuals, or a computer sourced recommendation. Missiles
are delivered as “ammunition with guarantied launch“and there’re not any inspection at the
troop’s level. DSS: automatic, 3rd generation, full software support.
It follows from the above analyze: human factor is more or less present at mechatronics systems diagnostic. Its position and tasks depend on the DSS’ level, and regardless there’s
quest to find a solution for its full elimination, the operator’s soul will be not substitutable.
According to the time limits enforced by a possible battle situation the second influence is time
factor. As a result of both of them there’s again – but now – negative synergic effect: in case
of less sophisticated and “intelligent“DSS, the moment any problem appears, a manager (understand here a commander) such a weapon system has a little chance to correct diagnostic
result. And it may be caused by very small operator’s error. If the time pressure, foe’s activities

*

„R&D“ a bbr evi a t i on for „Resea r ch & Devel opm en t “
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and other factors overload him, then stress factors appear, which consequently reduce a repair
probability.
Strong and invariable order of known algorithms is their characteristic feature. There’s
a question now: is it possible to change and optimize the order? More correctly: to optimize it
such a way, that at the end the resulting utility (understand „combat“) value of OD will be increased?
4 Possibilities of the starting diagnostic sequence optimization
Technically, there’s an attempt to allow commander working in presumable, but equally
in unpredictable circumstances. That is, a weapon ADS that is a little damaged and for all that
continue to fight is better, than system, which doesn’t work entirely (waiting for repair, displacement; it is under reparation etc.). To allow to the commander such a decision, hi/she
musts have a possibility to make a decision right at the place, just at the right time.
What it means in technical sense? There must be a choice for to vote regimes, modes
that allow a work in limited conditions, maybe in limited performance capability/partial failure
status. The hardware ADS solution and supporting software must be flexible enough to cross
(in certain conditions) borders, normally forbidden.
The logical personal consequence of this mentioned technical solution is to assign for
selected posts a personal, which is able to realise corresponding steps. The time for realisation
must be in accord with time of the battle task. If for a demonstration we select ADS, then such
staffs has to be just at basics posts (in practise: commander of radar, launching station, guidance centre…). It follows from the fact, that technical preparation’s operations oscillates in
ranges of tens seconds.
Thus, the required features of the starting diagnostic general algorithm of the critical
mechatronic system will be as follow:
- gradual/steps sequence of the DSS’ checks,
- sequence’s order is optimized according to user’s priorities,
- a system configuration is possible based on diagnosis results,
- a choice of regimes and regime’s modes is possible based on configuration.
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The steps sequence of diagnostic and its optimisation will be rolled further, the choice of configuration and possible regime’s/mode’s selection is beyond frames of this article.

5 Example of the starting diagnostic sequence optimization
The algorithm demonstrated herein allows solving sequence optimization in regard to
the system’s actual technical status and time limits. The next possibilities, like combat situation
influence, time limits from headquarters, human factor effect etc. are analyzed and practically
applied in [1].
General algorithm shows ADS sequence optimization without a repair:
1) The OD – PLS analyse:
a. Evaluation OD as a system, diagnostic’s levels assignment.
b. Assembling failure model.
2) Gathering operational dates: number of operational units and OD’s failures. (In case of
unknown figures, we can calculate it on manufacturer’s dates, or estimate according to expert’s assesment).
3) Calculating subsystem’s reliability parameters on base of operational dates and computation information index Ni.
4) Determination and quantification subsystem significance Di (from failure model).
5) Functional check’s time limitation: determination time demanding index Ci.
6) According to operational (here “battle“) conditions: index of importance α, β, γ, specification; possibly κ - in case thinking of repair.
7) Weighting Ni, Di a Ci by corresponding α, β, γ.
8) Calculating of the purpose function Ui. In case we don’t calculate with repair, the sequence’s order correspond the value Ui. If we want to take a repair into account, algorithm
has to be extended with next parameters.
The sequence order (without repair) is determined according a function „block index
with weighting coefficients ui“:

ui    N i  β  Di  γ  Ci ,

(1)
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or in normalized form Ui:

Ui 

  N i  β  Di  γ  C i ,
 ui

(2)

where
α, β, γ

are indexes of importance: α – reliability; β - importance; γ – time factor; and
has to be: α + β + γ =1.

Ni

is information index diagnostic i- signal block checked, resp. test,

Di

is importance i- block, resp. test,

Ci

is „price“ i- test.

The value of indexes α, β, γ we quantify α = β = γ =0, 33 (i.e. without priority), if:



the known conditions of the expected battle activity don’t show any priority;



we haven’t any information about awaited battle activity;



the oncoming battle will be so complicated, that priorities could be shifted into any
factor; thus: priority’s assessment is impossible.

In case we expect some priorities, the value of corresponding index changes. On the
base of modelling and feedback analysis I recommend to increase the value α, β, γ this way:
a) 0, 33 + (0,02  0,0 66 ) for low increased priority,
b) 0, 33 + (0,0 66  0,1 66 ) for middle priority,
c) 0, 33 + (0,1 66  0,2 66 ) for high and top priority given factor.
If these increasing are exceeded, the preferred factor suppresses the other, and the rest
factors will not affect the result order anyway.
Because the requirement α + β + γ =1 musts be kept, with a one factor prioritization
the weight the others drop. We allocate the drop of the weights in relation of awaited battle
character, it means to the next priorities. When there’s no another priorities, we allocate the
drop of the weights equally.
Example: the only one priority (high level) is reliability. Allocation: α =0,5; β =0,25; γ =0,25.
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Information index Ni represents the amount of information we obtain from given test.
For the computation we use formula:

I  pi    I  p j / pi 
l

Ni 

I cpi
I npi
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(3)

n

where

Icpi

is information rate-entropy I(pi) obtained from check i- signal plus the sum
information obtained from previous signals I(pj/pi);

Inpi

is entropy other signals nv.

For the entropy counting we work with the standard theory information formula:
I  1  p   log 2 1  p   p  log 2 ( p)  ,

where p

(4)

is the probability of failure-free working OD subsystem.

There are more approaches for Di computation. Here we work on an assumption of
relative importance i- block/test to the others blocks, which create i- diagnostic signal. Its
value is deduced from OD’ failure model.
The price of the check Ci is - for this case - reduced to the price, which represents time
conditions within starting diagnostic process. It is ratio between time for i- check Tpi and total
functional check time (for all m checks)  Tpi counted off from number one:

Ci  1 

Tp i

.

m

 Tp
i 1

(5)

i

Hence, the time demanding index Ci is higher for checks that need a shorter time.
The model’s behaviour of the critical mechatronic system, which is influenced by human factor is solved in [4]. An example of the correct crew work reliability in case of a failure
appear during functional check is demonstrated on Fig. 2. The time limit is 20 minutes.
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Fig. 2: The curve of human reliability during limited starting diagnostic

The above outlined algorithm is only example for the problem solution, and doesn’t
take into account the possibility of repair given subsystems.
6 Conclusion
The problem of the solution of the complicated weapon system use, with consideration
both technical and human factors is an area, where both engineers, and psychologists aren’t
entering with sufficient effort. This field requires interdisciplinary approach from many branch
of knowledge like e.g. reliability, restoration theory, operational and value analysis, engineer’s
psychology and particularly application system knowledge – in this case Air defense weapon
system.
From analysis and results presented here emerge at minimum three conclusions:
1) If individual parts of a complex system are under impact a lot of exogenous and endogenous influences, we must take into consideration all of them, which could significantly
change a complex system behaviour; we must estimate all of them and according this
evaluation to change a check resp. maintenance order.
2) The weighting of particular factors gains importance in the field of “modular systems”,
specifically for “task AD group” and namely “ADS cluster”. Both technical, and human
factors and purely military ones (personal and weaponry shut out under foe’s pressure)
may affect here. Ergo, the optimization of the air-defence battle preparatory phase, when
even seconds are important, could be crucial for a success of the whole air-defence operation tasks.
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3) In view of the fact that a limited number of personal is involved into service support directly at the ADS fire position, a certain human technical potential have to be hold. And it
will be true, despite of the sophisticated DSS implemented into OD. It means in practise,
that any independent system (cluster, launcher position…) wouldn’t dispense without
technical educated personal. The only manager competences without a technical thought
are, in connection of aircrafts velocities, good attribute – but maybe for an elucidation on
trial, after defence tasks were not fulfilled.
….
Abbreviation’s list
Abbreviation

Meaning

AČR

Armáda české republiky (Czech Army)

AD

Air Defence

ADS

Air Defence Syst em

DSS

Diagnost ic Subsyst em

FK

Funkční kont rola (Functional check)

OD

Object of diagnost ics

OTD

Odborný t echnický dozor (Special Technical Supervision)

R&D

Research & Development
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